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after four years in power stephen harper s governance comes under the
microscope of prominent globe and mail columnist lawrence martin
focusing on the growth of executive power under harper and drawing on
interviews with prominent insiders martin probes the smearing of
opponents the silencing of the public and diplomatic service the secrecy
the prorogations the unprecedented centralizing of power and the
attempted muzzling of the media he examines controversies such as the
existence of a secret dirty tricks handbook the chuck cadman affair
campaign financing the dismissal of nuclear power head linda keen the
afghan detainees cover up the turning of access to information laws into
barricades to information and more and lets readers draw their own
conclusions tough but balanced harperland offers a clear picture of a
skilled politician at a crucial point in canadian politics first
published in 1982 d h lawrence and feminism discusses lawrence s work by
examining it in relation to aspects of women s history and the
development of feminism two different modes of pre war feminism which
provide important themes in lawrence s early writings are examined in
the opening chapters the central chapters deal with the war both as a
catalyst for major changes in the position of women and as a point of no
return in the development of lawrence s work a final chapter looks at
the way in which lawrence used women as collaborator and their writing
as source material this book will be of interest to students of
literature women s studies and history there is a consensus throughout
much of the western world that the public sector is in urgent need of
repair this study seeks to understand why this is so by comparing
developments in canada and the united kingdom it looks to changes in
values both in society and inside government and to the relationships
between politicians and civil servants at the top and between civil
servants and citizens at the bottom donald j savoie argues that both
canada and the uk now operate under court government rather than cabinet
government by court government he means that effective power now rests
with their respective prime ministers and a small group of carefully
selected courtiers for things that matter to prime ministers and their
courts the decision making process shifts from formal to informal
involving only a handful of actors for things that matter less to them
the decision making process is horizontal cumbersome and consultative
and involves a multitude of actors from different government departments
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and agencies as well as a variety of individuals operating outside
government court governments undermine both the traditionally
bureaucratic model and basic principles that have guided the development
of our westminster whitehall parliamentary system nonetheless canada and
the united kingdom still cling to accountability requirements better
suited to the past and the traditional bureaucratic model savoie
concludes with a call for new accountability requirements that
correspond with court government as well as the new relationships
between politicians and civil servants and civil servants and citizens
this paper discusses current design and testing procedures for wind
loading the test results corresponding to numerous wind tests on
heliostats parabolic troughs parabolic dishes and field mounted
photovoltaic arrays are discussed and the applicability of the findings
across the various technologies is assessed one of the most significant
consistencies in the data from all of the technologies is the apparent
benefit provided by fences and field shielding taken in toto these data
show that load reductions of three or possibly more seem feasible though
a more thorough understanding of the phenomena involved must be attained
before this benefit can be realized it is recommended that the required
understanding be developed to take advantage of this benefit and that
field tests be conducted to correlate with both analyses and tests will
stephen harper s billions for his tough on crime agenda make our streets
any safer cover what is the future of the monarchy in canada a strong
republican movement in canada stresses that the monarchy is archaic and
anti democratic an embarrassing vestige of our colonial past an equally
vibrant monarchist movement however defends its loyalty to royalty
asserting that the queen is a living link to a political and
constitutional tradition dating back over a thousand years but is the
monarchy worth keeping battle royal answers this question and many more
what does the queen really do what are the powers of the governor
general has the crown strengthened or weakened canadian democracy if we
abolish the monarchy what do we replace it with and will we have to re
open the constitution charles will soon become king of canada but a
canada highly ambivalent to his reign this presents the representatives
of the crown with the opportunity to build a better monarchy in both
britain and canada one relevant to the twenty first century vols for
1904 1926 include also decisions of the united states board of general
appraisers vols for 1891 1897 include decisions of the united states
board of general appraisers what show won the emmy for outstanding drama
series in 1984 who won the oscar as best director in 1929 what actor won
the best actor obie for his work in futz in 1967 who was named comedian
of the year by the country music association in 1967 this comprehensive
reference work lists nearly 11 000 winners of twelve major entertainment
awards the oscar golden globe grammy country music association new york
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film critics pulitzer prize for theater tony obie new york drama critics
circle prime time emmy daytime emmy and peabody all award winners
through 1993 including production personnel and special honors are
provided vols 54 55 include abstracts of papers presented at its 60th
61st annual meeting 1964 65 every day in natural history museums all
across the country colonies of dermestid beetles diligently devour the
decaying flesh off of animal skeletons that are destined for the museum
s specimen collection that time saving process was developed and
perfected at the university of kansas natural history museum by charles
d bunker a lowly assistant taxidermist who would rise to become the
curator of recent vertebrates and who made an indelible mark on his
field that innovative breakthrough serves as a testament to the tenacity
of a quietly determined naturalist bunker was part of the small team of
men who constructed and installed the famous panorama of north american
mammals the centerpiece exhibit of the ku natural history museum located
in dyche hall that iconic building on the ku campus was expressly built
to house the collection of mounted animals that impressed the world a
decade earlier at the 1893 chicago columbian exposition and world s fair
once the panorama was completed bunker turned his attention to field
collecting bunker s field notes provide an accurate authentic account of
several expeditions to collect such specimens as well as a rare view of
the extreme hardships of fieldwork in those early days perhaps most
notable is bunk s 1911 expedition to western kansas where he discovered
the fossil remains of a forty five foot long sea serpent later
identified as tylosaurus proriger an aquatic reptile from the mosasaur
genus and the largest example of the species found in north america in
2014 tylosaurus was named the marine fossil of the state of kansas birds
bones and beetles tells the story of a man whose passion for learning
led to remarkable discoveries extraordinary exhibits and the prestigious
careers of many students he mentored in the natural sciences to find
more information on rowman littlefield titles please visit us at
rowmanlittlefield com thinking government renews a discussion of power
relations between elected politicians and unelected public servants
while also incorporating the practical approach of studying public
administration within the dynamics of federal politics includes
extraordinary sessions
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after four years in power stephen harper s governance comes under the
microscope of prominent globe and mail columnist lawrence martin
focusing on the growth of executive power under harper and drawing on
interviews with prominent insiders martin probes the smearing of
opponents the silencing of the public and diplomatic service the secrecy
the prorogations the unprecedented centralizing of power and the
attempted muzzling of the media he examines controversies such as the
existence of a secret dirty tricks handbook the chuck cadman affair
campaign financing the dismissal of nuclear power head linda keen the
afghan detainees cover up the turning of access to information laws into
barricades to information and more and lets readers draw their own
conclusions tough but balanced harperland offers a clear picture of a
skilled politician at a crucial point in canadian politics
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first published in 1982 d h lawrence and feminism discusses lawrence s
work by examining it in relation to aspects of women s history and the
development of feminism two different modes of pre war feminism which
provide important themes in lawrence s early writings are examined in
the opening chapters the central chapters deal with the war both as a
catalyst for major changes in the position of women and as a point of no
return in the development of lawrence s work a final chapter looks at
the way in which lawrence used women as collaborator and their writing
as source material this book will be of interest to students of
literature women s studies and history
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there is a consensus throughout much of the western world that the
public sector is in urgent need of repair this study seeks to understand
why this is so by comparing developments in canada and the united
kingdom it looks to changes in values both in society and inside
government and to the relationships between politicians and civil



servants at the top and between civil servants and citizens at the
bottom donald j savoie argues that both canada and the uk now operate
under court government rather than cabinet government by court
government he means that effective power now rests with their respective
prime ministers and a small group of carefully selected courtiers for
things that matter to prime ministers and their courts the decision
making process shifts from formal to informal involving only a handful
of actors for things that matter less to them the decision making
process is horizontal cumbersome and consultative and involves a
multitude of actors from different government departments and agencies
as well as a variety of individuals operating outside government court
governments undermine both the traditionally bureaucratic model and
basic principles that have guided the development of our westminster
whitehall parliamentary system nonetheless canada and the united kingdom
still cling to accountability requirements better suited to the past and
the traditional bureaucratic model savoie concludes with a call for new
accountability requirements that correspond with court government as
well as the new relationships between politicians and civil servants and
civil servants and citizens
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this paper discusses current design and testing procedures for wind
loading the test results corresponding to numerous wind tests on
heliostats parabolic troughs parabolic dishes and field mounted
photovoltaic arrays are discussed and the applicability of the findings
across the various technologies is assessed one of the most significant
consistencies in the data from all of the technologies is the apparent
benefit provided by fences and field shielding taken in toto these data
show that load reductions of three or possibly more seem feasible though
a more thorough understanding of the phenomena involved must be attained
before this benefit can be realized it is recommended that the required
understanding be developed to take advantage of this benefit and that
field tests be conducted to correlate with both analyses and tests
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what is the future of the monarchy in canada a strong republican
movement in canada stresses that the monarchy is archaic and anti
democratic an embarrassing vestige of our colonial past an equally
vibrant monarchist movement however defends its loyalty to royalty
asserting that the queen is a living link to a political and
constitutional tradition dating back over a thousand years but is the
monarchy worth keeping battle royal answers this question and many more
what does the queen really do what are the powers of the governor
general has the crown strengthened or weakened canadian democracy if we
abolish the monarchy what do we replace it with and will we have to re
open the constitution charles will soon become king of canada but a
canada highly ambivalent to his reign this presents the representatives
of the crown with the opportunity to build a better monarchy in both
britain and canada one relevant to the twenty first century
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vols for 1904 1926 include also decisions of the united states board of
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vols for 1891 1897 include decisions of the united states board of
general appraisers
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what show won the emmy for outstanding drama series in 1984 who won the
oscar as best director in 1929 what actor won the best actor obie for



his work in futz in 1967 who was named comedian of the year by the
country music association in 1967 this comprehensive reference work
lists nearly 11 000 winners of twelve major entertainment awards the
oscar golden globe grammy country music association new york film
critics pulitzer prize for theater tony obie new york drama critics
circle prime time emmy daytime emmy and peabody all award winners
through 1993 including production personnel and special honors are
provided
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vols 54 55 include abstracts of papers presented at its 60th 61st annual
meeting 1964 65
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every day in natural history museums all across the country colonies of
dermestid beetles diligently devour the decaying flesh off of animal
skeletons that are destined for the museum s specimen collection that
time saving process was developed and perfected at the university of
kansas natural history museum by charles d bunker a lowly assistant
taxidermist who would rise to become the curator of recent vertebrates
and who made an indelible mark on his field that innovative breakthrough
serves as a testament to the tenacity of a quietly determined naturalist
bunker was part of the small team of men who constructed and installed
the famous panorama of north american mammals the centerpiece exhibit of
the ku natural history museum located in dyche hall that iconic building
on the ku campus was expressly built to house the collection of mounted
animals that impressed the world a decade earlier at the 1893 chicago
columbian exposition and world s fair once the panorama was completed
bunker turned his attention to field collecting bunker s field notes
provide an accurate authentic account of several expeditions to collect
such specimens as well as a rare view of the extreme hardships of
fieldwork in those early days perhaps most notable is bunk s 1911
expedition to western kansas where he discovered the fossil remains of a
forty five foot long sea serpent later identified as tylosaurus proriger
an aquatic reptile from the mosasaur genus and the largest example of
the species found in north america in 2014 tylosaurus was named the



marine fossil of the state of kansas birds bones and beetles tells the
story of a man whose passion for learning led to remarkable discoveries
extraordinary exhibits and the prestigious careers of many students he
mentored in the natural sciences
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thinking government renews a discussion of power relations between
elected politicians and unelected public servants while also
incorporating the practical approach of studying public administration
within the dynamics of federal politics
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